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"A very well-written handbook." --Ground Water (on the Second Edition)  "Presented in a very

readable and understandable format." --The Hazardous Waste Consultant (on the Second Edition) 

The foremost in-depth survey of federal hazardous waste regulations in the United States--now in a

new edition  The Complete Guide to the Hazardous Waste Regulations is a proven source of clear

information on a regulatory system that many find frustratingly complex. Now updated to include

additional compliance checklists, Internet resources, and more, this Third Edition provides vital

information on all aspects of hazardous materials, from proper on-site management and

transportation to appropriate off-site management and cleanup. Author Travis Wagner, one of the

nation's leading experts on the subject, provides a step-by-step approach to compliance that goes

beyond summarization to help industry professionals truly understand regulations and how they

relate to real-world situations. Complete with dozens of user-friendly checklists, flow charts, text

boxes, and tables, this indispensable resource includes:  * Information on EPA interpretations of

regulations not included in other handbooks  * Clear explanations of many state-level hazardous

waste requirements  * A new chapter on spill reporting, giving a step-by-step explanation with

attention to multiple federal laws  * An appendix listing the Superfund and EPCRA reportable

quantity for each RCRA hazardous waste  * Additional appendices covering RCRA hazardous

wastes, hazardous constituents, groundwater monitoring constituents, permit modification

classifications, additional information sources, and important acronyms
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TRAVIS P. WAGNER is an environmental scientist with Science Applications International

Corporation in Falls Church, Virginia. He has more than sixteen years of experience in the

hazardous waste field and is the author of a number of books, including In Our Backyard: A Guide

to Understanding Pollution and Its Effects.

Needed this book for a HazMat class, it seems fairly straight forward.Has plenty of definitions and

diagrams that can help get you through denser material and scenarios.

this was a required book for ma course but i have come to release its a really great book in ma

personal library, it was new n very neat.love

Tye book was in great shape. The only issue I had was this book was obviously sold as a used copy

due to the quality of printing done. On every single page of the book, and in the same area, the



word or words are missing. This makes it very hard to read.

A colleague shared this book with me to help explain some meaty aspect of RCRA. I finally

understand what is required so that I can talk intelligently with the regulators. I subsequently went

out and purchased my own copy. This book is great as a reference. I highly recommend you obtain

a copy if you are as mystified by the RCRA regs as most of us are.

A great reference book for those needing to decipher hazardous waste regulatory jargon. I've

wasted my money on other so-called interpretive guides, which merely summarized the law. Ho

hum. Wagner's book goes much further to explain and decipher the regulations, not just the law.

Very helpful!
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